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§ 1. Introduction 
We are interested here in studying models of Zermelo-Fraenkel s t 
theory (ZF), which have "many perfect sets" or to put it more precisely, 
which satisfy 
(1) the real numbers cannot be well-ordered, 
(2) any set of real numbers which cannot be well-ordered has a perfect 
subset. 
Denote by R the set of real numbers, and by L [R] the smallest model 
of ZF containing all the ordinals and real numbers. For any set X, w(X) 
is the set of 1-1 well-ordered ~equenees of members of X. In addition 
to (1) and (2), our models will also satisfy "V - L [R]", or as a slight 
generalisation f this, "V = L [w(R)]", where L [w(R)] is defined similady 
to L [R]. 
We recall that a set X of reals is perfect if it is closed, non-empty, and 
has no isolated points. Since any perfect set has cardinal 2 so, and there 
are exactly 2 so perfect sets, a classical argument shows that the following 
statement implies (I). 
(3) For an~ set X of reals, either X or its complement has a perfect 
subset. 
We also consider the following two statements. 
(4) Any uncountable s t of reals has a perfect subset. 
(5)~ Any set of reals either has cardinal less than ~ or has a perfect 
subset. (Thus (4) is (5)~). 
Clearly (4) ~, (3), andlf  2 ~o ~: R, (5)~ = (3). As shown by Specker 
in [22], (4) implies tha t co 1 is a limit cardinal in L (the constructible 
universe), and hence that if ¢~1 is regular, it is inaccessible inL. 
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The two best known models of the type we consider ale those of 
Solovay [211 and Feferman [4]. Solovay's model is obtained by col- 
lapsing an inaccessible cardinal in the ground model to ~ l  in the manner 
of Levy [8], and then passing to L [R]. (4) holds i~. the resulting model. 
In view of the remarks of the previous paragraph, that (4) (+ DC, the 
axiom of dependent choices) implies that co I is constructibly inaccessible, 
one might hope to show that all countable models of (4) + V = L[ R] 
arise in this way. We have only been able to do this under the additional 
assumption that the model satisfies 
(6) for any real number  there is an ~ < co 1 and an L-generic ol- 
lapsing map f :  ~o -~ e such that r ~ L I f  1. 
We deduce a result on the elementary equivalence of such models, 
and show that if V= L [R] and (6) holds, then the axiom of determi- 
nateness (AD) fails. Friedman proved a much stronger version of this 
result (with Z]-determinateness in place of full determinateness) but 
we include our proof as it is very different from his, and follows easily 
from our other results. It is a conjecture of Soiovay that a "suitaN~" 
large cardinal axiom will imply that AD holds in L [R]. 
Feferman's model is obtained by using a set of conditions which de- 
finitely does not collapse cardinals. We prove that it satisfies (5)~2, Our 
extensions of his method to obtain models of V = L [w(R)] all use sets 
of conditions atisfying the countable antichain condition (c.a.c.). One 
of them is due to Derrick and Drake [3], who used it to show that " 
Yn (~n g 2%) "P ~to ~< 2s° " 
Given a similar assumption to (6), we show that any countable model 
of ZF + V = L[R] + (5)s + 2 ~o ~ ~2 arises in essentially the same way, 
2 
aad use the result to deduce the elementary equivalence of some of the 
models. 
In both the collapsing and the c.a.c, cases we are dealing with finite 
conditions. This is no accident. Perfect sets in the Cantor space can be 
throught of as homeomorphic images of 2 ~; that is to say as the limit 
of a binary tree, each member of which is f'mite. This feature seems to 
be common to all the work that has been done on perfect sets. Finite 
conditions also form a natural context for discussing the "decomposition 
property" of Levy and Solovay [11 ], 
(7) any set of reals is the union of ~ l Borel sets, 
and its modifications, about which we have some results. 
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One of the uses of perfect sets is in cardinal arithmetic (see [20] for 
example). In [24] and [25], we used Solovay's model [21 ] to prove 
various consistencies about cardinal numbers, for example of 
3xVy [x < x 2 ^ (x~<y< x 2 ~ x =y) l  
We show using the above results the consistency of this without using an 
inaccessible cardinal (it holds in Fefennan's model). We also show that 
in the Derrick-Drake model [31, ~ and 2 so are distinct least upper 
bounds for the sequence (~n: n ~ ¢o>. Finally we construct a different 
generalisation f Feferman's model in which the tollowing holds. 
~2 @ 2s° and there are exactly n infiriite cardinals less than 2 % (n > 0) 
The paper is organised as tollows.§ 2 contains the definitions and 
elementary properties of most of the models we need. In § 3 we prove 
that they contain "many" perfect sets in the sense explained above. 
§ 4 shows that all countable models of(4) + (6) + V = L[R] arise as in 
§ 2, with an analogous result in the c.a.c, case, and § 5 contains the 
applications to cardinal arithmetic. Terminology and notation will be 
introduced as it arises, 
I should like to acknow!edge a valuable correspondence with David 
Pincus on some of the top~e.s discussed here. 
§2. 
We shall use the notation of Shoenfield [19] and Solovay [21] for 
forcing. We briefly describe the main points. 
Let ~ be a countable model of ZF, and P a partially ordered set 
lying in ~.  P is usually suppoaed to have a least element, denoted by 0. 
I fp ~< q in P, we call q an extension ofp (contrary. to Sb.oenfield). If
p, q have a common extension they are compatible. Otherwise they are 
incompatible. A ~ P is a,l antichain if any two members of A are incom- 
patible. P satisfies the countable antichain condition (c.a.c.) if any anti- 
chain of P is countable. D c__ p is dense open if 
(i) any member of P has an extension in D (dense), 
(ii) p ~ q, p ~ D implies q ~ D (open). 
~C_ p is an ~-geneticsubset of P if 
(i) any two members of ~ are mmpatible, 
(ii) p ~< q, q ~ {~ implies p ~ ~,  
(iii) ~ intersects every dense open subset of P lying in ~.  
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Then as usual we have: l fP  has only countably many dense open sub- 
sets lying in ~,  then any member of P lies in an ~-generic subset of P. 
Let (Pa:/~< a) be a sequence of partially ordered sets in N, 0a the 
least member of Pa. Then the restricted direct product of the sequence, 
denoted by Ha< ~ Ps' is the set of all functionsf from ~ into IJs< ~, Pa 
such that f(/~) ~ Pa for all/3, and f(/~) = 0 8 for all but finitely many/t. 
l iP  8 is partially ordered c:oordinatewise. That is, 
f<  g i f f(~) < g(~), all ~. 
Similarly, if (~a: fl < a ) is a sequence of ~-generic subsets of 
(Pt~: ~ < cO we may define Hs< ~ ~a, since 08 ~ ~,  all/3. 
We now define so.me particular partially ordered sets, which will re- 
main fixed throughout. I ra  is an ordinal, Q~ is the set of finite sets p 
of triples of the form (/~, n, ~), where 7 </t  < a mad n ~ co, such that if 
(/~, n, 3'1), (/~, n. 3'2> ~ p, then 3"1 = 3"2. (This set of conditions is due to 
Levy). Qa is the set of finite sets p of pairs of the form ( n, 3') where 
3'< a and nE ~, such that if(n, 3'1), (n, ~2)~p, then 3,1 = 3,2. Qa and Qaare 
each partially ordered by inclusion. Clearly Q~ is isomorphic to IIa<~ Qs" 
The function f from co into a is called an N-generic collapsing map 
from co into a if the set of finite subsets of (<n, 3,): f(n) = 3,} is an 
~.ff/-genetic subset of Q~. 
Now let N 0 be a fixed countable model of ZF + V = L and ~ a limit 
cardinal of N 0. Let ~ be an N0-generic subset ofQ s. Then by the 
product heorem ([21, p. 10, Lemma 2.3], ~ ,  the projection of ~ onto 
Q~, is an ~ 0-generic subset of Q~, each a < ~. Let f~ = I.I ~a. 
Then N~ is the smallest model of ZF containing the same ordinals 
as ~0 and each (fa:/~ < a ) for a < ~. Thus 
When we wish to indicate the dependence of ~ on N 0 and ~ we 
write it as N~( ~0,  ~). 
We recall from the introduction that for m~y set X, w(X) is the set of 
I-1 well-ordered sequences of members ofX. R(X) is the least ordinal 
which is not the order-type of a member of w(X). R*(X) is the least 
ordinal which is not the order-type of a well-ordered partition (= prewell- 
ordering) of X. 
Lernma 2.1. (i) ~ = col ~ = ~(R) N~ . 
(ii) In N~, ~*(R)  = co 2. 
Off) N~ ~ZF+V=L[R] .  
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Lemma 2.2. The Jbllowing are equivalent. 
(i) ~ is inaccessible in ~o. 
(ii) t.o~ is regular in ,~2~. 
(iii) DC holds in ~LII~. 
(iv) ')-~0 1~] ~ 9J~s =L[R].  
(DC, the axiom of dependent choices, is as follows. 
V x [Vy3 z((y, z) E x)-~ 3 fVn  ( ( f (n ) , f (n  + 1))E x)].) 
Next we define models of the Feferman type. For any ordinal t~, R ~ 
is the set of functions from a finite subset of co X ~ into 2 (= (0, !}), 
partially ordered by inclusion. (This is Cohen's et of conditions for 
proving the independence of the continuum hypothesis, CH.) Let R be 
the set of functions from a finite subset of eo into 2 also partially or- 
dered by inclusion. R is thus the set of conditions for adjoining a single 
generic real. In fact we ca l l f~ 2 ~° a Cohen ~o-generic real if the set of 
finite subsets of ((n, i): f(n) = i) is an ~0-generic subset of R. 
R ~ is clearly isomorphic to the restricted irect product of a copies 
of R. We let Ra be the ~th ~opy of R in this decomposition f R ~. Let 
~be an ~10-generic subset o fR  ~ , where bl is an infinite cardinal of 
5.~ 0. For a < S, ~a is the projection of ~ onto R a. Then f~ = U ~ is 
clearly a Cohen ~'q0-generic eal. 
Let 9~ = g~'s ( ~.1.~0, ~ ) be the smallest model of ZF containing the 
same ordinals as 5-~o and each (f¢: 3 < a) for :~ < S. Thus 
We allow there%re in ~Jl~ all proper initial segments of the sequence 
(f~: a < ~ ) but not the whole sequence. 
Let a be an ordinal. Then AC~ and DC~ are as follows. (See [ 10] and 
[151.) 
ACa: Any sequence of order-type a of  non-empty sets has a choice 
function. 
DC~: Let X be a set, T a relation, such that whenever/3 < tx and 
(xT: 3' < 3) is a sequence of members of X there is an x ~ X such that 
T((x~: 7 < (J), x). Then there is a sequence (x~: 3 < ot) of members of X 
such that for every ~3 < a, T((x~: "t < 13), xa). 
Then in analogy with Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we have the following. 
Lemma 2.3. (i) Cofinalities and initial ordinals are preserved in the exten- 
sion f~orn .~o tO ~.  
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(ii) In ~lls, ~(R) = R*(R) = max (~2, ~). 
(iii) ~s ~ ZF + V = L [w(R)]. 
Lemma 2.4. Let ( i ) - (vi i )  be as follows. 
(i) 1~ = co or ~ is a successor cardinal 
(ii) For every ~, ffl~ ~ ACa. 
(iii) ~ ~ AC~. 
(iv) ~ is regular. 
(v) For every a < ~, ff/~ ~ DC~. 
(vi) ~ = co or co < cf ~. 
(vii) 92~ ~ DC. 
Then (i) *=~ (ii) *=, (iii) =* (iv) *=, (v) ~, (vi) *=~ (vii). 
Proof. In [5, pp. 165-6] ,  Feigner shows that DC holds in g~,  Feferman's 
model. The proof  of  (i) =~ (ii) is similar. 
Suppose that ~ ~ co and ~ is a limit cardinal. Let Xc, - {x ~ w(R): 
x has order-type ~}, for ~ < ~. Then in 9/~, each Xa is non-empty, and 
(Xa: ~ < ~) ~ ~s .  So i fACs  holds in 9/~, we get a memberx  o fw(R)  
of order-type ~. Then for some ~ < ~, x is ordinal definable in ~ 0 [ ~ ] 
from (fa: ~ < a>. In the manner of  [7, p. 150], it follows that 
x ~ ~0 [(fo:/~< ~)]- Since ~ is a limit cardinal greater than co we may 
take a to be an infinite cardinal. Hence by Cohen [2, p. 134], 
~n [<f~: /~ < ~ )] ~ 2~° < t~+, where ~+ denotes the least cardinal greater 
than ~. But a + < ~ as ~ is a limit cardinal, so we have a contradiction. 
This shows that (iii) = (i) and the proofs of  (v) =, (iv) an~ (v;i) ~, (vi) 
are similar. 
We now need the following four technical lemmas. 
1.emma 2.5. I f  ~ is an ~o-generic subset erR  a, a > 0, then neither 
{(n,/~): in, 8, 0>~ IJ ~} nor {in, (]): (n,/3, I) ~ IJ ~} hasan infinite 
subset lying in ~o. 
Proof. I fX  is an infinite subset of  co X a lying in ~o,  le tD be the set 
of all membel~ p of  R ~ such that for some ( n 1,/~1 ), ( n2, ~2 ) E X, 
< hi,/~1, 0 ), ( n 2,/~2, 1 ) ~ p. D ~ ~0 since X ~ ~0,  and D is easily seen 
to be dense open. Hence result. 
Lemma 2.6. Let ~ < [3, and let ~ be an ~o-generic subset o f  R ~. Then 
~o [9]  contains no ~o-generic subset e rR  ~.  
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Proof. Suppose otherwise, and let ~1 be an ~r/0-generic subset o R so 
in ~0 [ ~ ]- Let F 1 = I.I ~1 and let_F t be a labial for F 1. Then for each 
( n, 3", i) ~ F~ there is a condition p(n, 3") ~ ~ which forces ( n, 3',/_ ) ~- _F~. 
Suppose that for some p there are infinitely many pairs < n, 73 such 
that p = p(n, 7). Then at least one of 
(~n, 30: p I~.<n, 3,,_0>~ F~ }, 
{<n, 3'>: p l}--~n, 3', _1> ~_F~ } 
is infinite, and each lies in ~0. This contradicts Lemma 2.5. 
Hence for each p there are only finitely many pairs < n, 3') such that 
p = p(n, 7). As tR s~ i = }~ we have a contradiction. 
l .emma 2.7. Let x be a real number o f  9~. Then for some countable 
bounded subset A o f  ~ in ~o,  x ~ "~o [(f~: a E A)]. 
Proof. This is aa adaptation of [21, p, 15, Lemma 3.4], and [8, p. 138, 
Lemma 4], Let x be ordinal definable from < f~:/3 < ~). As above, using 
the method of Levy [7 ], we have x E ~ 0 [(.fa:/3 < a)]. Let _x be a label 
for x, and let P0 ~ ~ ~ a f~rce 
_x is a function from ~ into 2_. 
Now we work inside ~0.  
LetBn = (P ~ Re: Po < P ^ (3 i )p  I}-- x_'(n) =L).  Let C n be a maximal 
antichain of B n, and let A be the set of all ~ < ~ occurring in some C n. 
By Cohen [2, p. 131 ], each C n is countable. It suffices therefore to show 
that 
x = ((n, i): (~tp~ ~ ~,A)p It- x.(t2) = i  ) . 
Let D n be the set of  aii p ~ R"  such that 
(i) PO and p are incompatible, or 
(ii) P0 < P and for some q ~ C n, q < p . 
Then D n is dense open and lies in ~-~0. By the genericity of  ~i I a, let 
p ~ D n n ~ t a. 'Since Po and p are both in ~ 1' a they are compatible. 
Hence Po ~ P, and for some q ~ C,, q < p. As p 6 ~i l a and q < p, q ~" ~ I a. 
Hence q ~ ~i 1' A as q ~ C n. Also q 6 B n. Therefore q It- x(n)  = t' for 
some i, and since q E ~i this value )f i must equal x(n). 
We have shown therefor~ that ii :¢(n) = i, there is a q e ~ [' A which 
forces x(n) = i .  Hence resv;~t. 
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Lemma 2.8. ( i ) f f to < a ~ N o, ~ X ~2 isan No-genericsubset of  
Qa x Qa, and x is a subset of  N o lying in ~ o [ ~1 ], then there is an 
~o[x]+genericsubset ~ of  Qasuch that No[~ 1, ~1 = NoIx] [~1. 
(ii) If ~ X ~2 is an ~o-generic subset o f  R X R, andx is a subset 
of  ~o lying in ~o[~1,  then there is an No[xl-generic subset ~ o f  R 
such that N0[~ ~, ~2] -  No[x] [~1. 
Proof. (i) is proved in [21, p. 20, Lemma 4.41, and (ii) follows from (i) 
on putting t~ = to and observing that two countable notions of forcing 
are equivalent. 
§3. 
The set X g- P, where P is a partially ordered set, is co final in P if any 
member of P has an extension in X. Let N be a model of ZF.  G ~ = G 
is the set of ~-genefic subsets of/'. For any p ~ P. G(p) = { ~ ~ G: p ~ ~ }. 
A mappingf from G(p) into 2 t~ is continuous if for any x ~ f"G(p) 
= {f(~):  ~ ¢ G(p)} and n ¢ to there is ap I ~ P, p < Pl, such that 
~G G(pl)impliesx Pn < f (~).  
Theorem 3.1. Let N be a model o f  ZF, P and Q partially ordered sets 
lying in ~,  and ~o X ~I an N-generic subset of  Q x P. Let ~ be a 
model of  ZF satisfying 9.~ [ ~1] c_ 9~ c_ N [~0, ~I] with a label 9~ in 
[~0, ~l ]- ( ~ [~0, ~l ]'definable classes in the extension are given 
labels corresponding to their definitions. ) We make the following assump- 
tion on ~ : for any N.generic subset ~ of  P in ~ and q E Q there is an 
N [ ~ l-generic subset ~'o of  Q cc:ntaining q such that ~ is the denota- 
tion of  ~__ in ~t~ [~'o, ~ ]. Then if X is an N-definable set o f  reals in 
containing a real n,mber x I E ~ [~1 ] - ~ ,  the following hold in 
(i) There is an N-definable continuous function f from G(p) into X 
for some p E P. 
(ii) I f  (a) P has a cofinal countable subset (not necessarily in ?£t~ ),
(b) there is a Cohen N -generic real, 
then X has a perfect subset. 
Proof. Our proof is based on [2I, pp. 42-45]. Let ~ be a formula possibly 
involving finitely many parameters from ~ which defines X as a subset 
of the Cantor space in ~. (For the purposes ot ~ this proof, R = 2 ~.) 
Thus 9~ ~ X = {x ~- 2 ~: ~(x)}, and so in particular, ~ ~ ~p(xl) ^  x I ~ ~.  
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Let _x be a label for x I in l~i[ ~1]. Since "anything which holds is forced", 
there is a (q:, Pl ) ~ 30 x 31 forcing "~__. ~ ~x)  ^  x q~ ~" .  Hence for 
any ~-generic subset ~ X ~ of Q x P containing (q:, pl> such that 
ffl,x' are the denotations of ~ and x, respectively in ~ [~b, 3] ], 
• ~(x ' )^x 'q~ ~.  
For the rest of the proof we work in '31. G(p:) is thus the set of 
-genetic subsets ~ of P in 9t containing p !. Let f (~)  be the member 
of ~ [ ~ ] denoted by _x. f is indeed ~-definable. By assumption, for 
each ~ ~ G(p 1) there is an ~ [ ~]-generic subset ~ of Q containing ql 
such that ~/is the denotation of 92 in ~ [~,  ~ ]. Hence ~l ~ ~(f(~))  
To deduce (i) of the theorem, we ju.'~ have to show that f is continuous. 
Given x =f (~)  and n, let D be the se: ofp in P such that p and p: are 
incompatible, or p~ ~< p and for some) of length n, p It- y < f (~]. 
ThenD is dense open and lies in ~r/. Hence there is ap ~ D ~ ~. Since 
p, p: ~ ~,  they are compatible. Therefore p: < p and for some y of 
length n, p II- y <. f (3 ) .  Clearly we m~tst have y = x ~ n. Flence result. 
For (ii) we show firstly that we may suppose that any member of P 
has two incompatible extet~sions in P. 
Forp ~ P let P(p) = (q ~ P: p < q}. Let 
P' = { p ~ P: P(p) has arbitrarily large finite antichains}. 
We claim that ~ c__ p '  
Suppose not, and let p ~ ~ - P'. Then as p q~ P', P(p) has antichains 
only of size < n for some least finite n. Let (p:  ..... Pn} be a maximal 
antichain of P(p) with n members. Then for each i, Pi cannot have two 
incompatible extensions. For if q, r ;~ Pi were incompatible, 
{ Pl ..... Pi-~, q, r, p~+~ ..... p.  ] would be an antichain in P(p) with n + 1 
members. Now iet 
D -- ~q ~ P: p and q are incompatible, or for some i, Pi < q} • 
Then D is dense open, since { p: ..... Pn } is a maximal antichain of P(p). 
Hence there is a q ~ ~1 n D. Since p, q ~ ~:, they are compatible and 
so Pi <~ q, some/. Hencepi ~ ~1, some/. 
Let A = {q ~ P: Pi and q are compatible}. Then ~1 ~ A. For any 
q ~ A, let 
D 1 -- {r E P: q and r are ~acompatible, or q < r}. 
Again D 1 is dense open. Let r ~ ~1 n D 1. Then as q, r ~ A, q a~.dti are 
compatible, and r and Pl are compatible, Pi, q < q:, Pt, r < r: say. As 
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any two extensions ofp i are compatible, q and r are compatible. There- 
for~ q < r and q ~ ~1- Therefore ~r I = A. 
~3utA ~ ~ andx I ~ ~ [A]. Thusx 1 ~ ~,  contrary to assumption. 
Hence 51 - P'. 
Now letP 0 "P, Pa÷l =P~, P~, =fl  a<x P~ for limit •. The following 
are easily established. 
(1) I fp < q andq ~ P~ thenp ~ Pa, 
(2) P~ E ~,  each a, 
(3) 51 ~ Pa, each a, 
(4) ~1 is an ~-generic subset of Pa, each ~. 
Let a be the least ordinal such that Pa = Pa+v Then for every p ~ P~, 
Pa(p) has arbitrarily large finite antichains, and in particular, p has two 
incompatible extensions in Pa. 
In view of (2), (3), (4), we may replace P by P~; which amounts to 
saying that we may suppose that any member of P has two incompatible 
extensions, as desired. 
Now we let 2 < ~ be the set of finite sequences of O's and l's. Then 2 < ~' 
is a cofinal subset of R, the set 6f conditions for adjoining a single generic 
real, thus may also be used for adjoining a single generic real. 
To establish (ii) of the theorem we show that there is a mapping 
from 2 <~' into P(Pl) such that 
(5) for any o < r in 2<% g(o) < g(r), 
(6) i f s~ 2 ~, h(s)= {peP: (3n)p<g(s ~n)}E G(Pl), 
(7) ifs 1, s 2 are distinct members of 2 t°, then h(st) X h(s 2) is an 
-genetic subset ofP  X P. 
Given this, it is immediate that h is continuous, and hence that fh is 
a continuous map from 2 t° into X - ~t~. But it is also 1-1, since if 
fh(s 1) =fh(s2), each of them lies in ~ [h(Sl)] n ~ [h(s2) ]. By a 
standard result on forcing, as h(s l) X h(s 2) is ~-generic, 
[h(sl) ] n ~ [h(s2) ] = ~,  contrary tofh(sl)~ X-  ~.  
Hence X - ~ has a perfect st~bset, as a continuous 1-1 image of 2 ~ 
is perfect. 
We therefore set about detrming  so as to satisfy (5), (6), and (7). 
We are given that ~ has a countable cofinal subset, A = {a~.: i E co}, 
say, and that any member of P has two incompatible extensions. It fol- 
lows easily that any member of P has two incompatible extensions in A. 
This enables us to construct a binary tree of members of A as follows. 
Let b (()) = pl. 
If b(e) has been def'med where o ~ 2 <~', b(oC~<0)) is the first ai such 
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that for some aj, a I and aj are incompatible extensions of b(a). b(o n ~ 1)) 
is the first a i such that b(o n (0)) and a 1 are incompatible extensions of 
b(o). 
Now let (al: i ~ ¢o) be the following ordering of  2 <`0. a < r if length 
tr < length r, or if length tr = length r and at the first entry j where tr 
and r differ, o( j )  < r ( j )  (i,e., o( j )  = 0 al~d r ( ] )  = 1). 
Le ty  E 2`0 be Cohen U-generic, and let Y = (at: y(i) = 0}. The idea 
is to "spread out" the influence of y, and to produce from it instead of  
just one ~-generic real, a set of  2 `0 mutually 93.l-generic reals. Since it 
is easily seen that Y is cofinal in 2 <`0, we have to prone it somewhat first. 
l f tr  ~ 2 <`0, let Y'(o) = (r ~ Y: o < r).  Then each Y'(o) is non-empty 
by the genericity of  y, Let 
Y(o) = {r ~- Y'(a): r has minimal ength}. 
Again by lhe genericity of  y, for any o there is an n E 6o and finite se- 
quence a < r 0 < r 1 < ... < r n such that Y(r n) has at least two members, 
and r o ~ Y(o) and for  each i, ri+ 1 ~ Y(ri). 
We define T ~ 2 < ~ as follows. 
T O =( (  )}, rn+ 1 = U (Y(o): oe  rn ) ,  
T=U r . .  
n~`0 
Then by the above argument i is clear O'at any member of T has two 
incompatible extensions in T. 
Let U be the subtree of  2 <`0 generated by T, i.e., 
U= (aE  2<'°: (3 r~ T) o<~ r ) .  
Then U is also perfect, and so there is an isomorphism X from 2 < `0 onto 
a cofinal subset of  U. '" 
We then let g(o) = b(x(a)). Since 
a ~< r ~ ×(tr) <~ X(r) -* b(×(o)) ~ b(×(o)),  
(5) is immediate. Clauses (i) and (it) in the definition of  "generic" for 
h(s) follow at once. For clause (iii), let D ~ ~ be a dense open subset 
of  P. 
Now consider 2< ~ as the set of  conditions for adjoining y, as mentioned 
above. For any o ¢ 2 <'~ we carry out the def'mition of U as far as we can. 
The result will clearly be a finite subtree U(a) of  2 <'~. 
Let D l be the set of conditions a in 2 <`0 such that for every tip r of  
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U(o), b(¢) lies in D. Then D 1 lies in ~ and is easily seen to be dense 
open. As y is ~-generic, there is an n such that y r n ~ D r It is imme- 
diate that for any s, D n h(s) ~ ~J, as desired. 
The proof that h(s~) x h(s2) is an ~V/-generic subset o fP  X P when- 
ever s~ ~ s2 is similar, and is omitted. 
We are now able to read off straight away our results on perfect sets 
in ~s  and ~s. The result for 9.~ls was already known from [211 of 
course (it was proved there for 1~ inaccessible in '1~ 0, but the same 
proof works if one only knows that ~ is a limit cardinal). The result for 
9~ s is new. 
Theorem 3.2. In ~ ,  any uncountable set o f  reals has a perfect subset. 
In 9~ s, any set o f  reals which cannot be weU-ordered has a perfect sub- 
set. Hence in ~s, any set o f  reals has cardinal ess than max (b~ 2, ~) 
or has a per]~ct subset. 
Proof. The last statement follows from the rest by Lemma 2.3. 
We now consider the decomposition property (7). Levy and Solovay 
proved in '[ 11 ] that if S is inaccessible in ~'~0' then (7) holds in ~ll s . 
When ~ is singular, we show in fact that any set of reals is Borel, and 
we show that a weak version of the decomposition property holds in 
Theorem 3.3. In ~lls, any set o f  reals is the union o f  ~ l Borel sets, and 
if  ~ is singular, an), set o f  reals is BoreL In ~I~ s, an), set o f  reals is the 
disjoint union o f  less than max (S2, ~) ~;~ sets, 
Proof. Let ~" be a set of reals. From the definitions of ~s  and ~)?s, 
we get a submodel ~ of ~ or 9~ s satisfying ZFC (ZF + the axiom 
of choice) such that X is 'L~-definable. I fX  c_ ~,  X can be well-ordered, 
and the result is obvious. If not we may apply Theorem 3.1 (i) repeatedly 
inside $t to obtain an ~-definable decomposition ofX into less than 
*(R) disjoint sets, each an ~-definable continuous image of Gt~o), 
some p ~ P, and hence of G, since P and P(p) are isomorphic in ~.1~, 
where P is the appropriate partially ordered set (which may be different 
for different members of the decomposition). 
In the case of 9~ we firstly use Lemma 2.7 to decompose X into 
the subsets containing reals definable in the various restrictions of 
generic sets to countable subsets ofR ~ (still working in ~ ), and then 
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apply the decomposition above. Then each component X~ of the decom- 
position is a continuous image of G, the set of ~0 [r]-generic subsets of 
II6~_A Rs, some real number  ~ ~ and countable A c_ S, A ~ ~.  But 
it is easily seen that G is !1~, and so X.r, is Z,~. 
For the case of ~ ,  let X = 13 {fa G~: a ~. o~ 1 } be the decomposi- 
tion obtained in the same way, where Ga is the aet of ~-generic subsets 
of Q~ in 2~s, some 1~ < ~ (possibk¢ varying with ~), and each fa is con- 
tinuous and ~-definable. As remarked in [ 11, p. 9], eachfa " Ga is ~I" 
This is because ach G~ is the intersection of a countable set of dense 
open sets, so is Borel, and continuous images of Borel sets are 2;I" The 
proof that each fa " G~ can be effectively decomposed into ~ ~ Borel 
sets in the case when ~ is inaccessible in 9.~? 0 i'~ given in [ 11 ]..We suppose 
therefore that ~ ~ is singular in ~.  By a classical result, any ~ set is 
the union of S~ Borel sets (see Kuratowski [6, p. 483]) and the proof 
of this result does not use the axiom of choice. But when ~ ~ is singular, 
any union of ~ ~ Borel sets can be re-expressed asa countable union of 
countable unions of Borel sets. Hence each fa " Go, is Borel, and applying 
the same argument again, X is Borel. 
Remark 3.4. (i) At first sight, since one might think that any Borel set 
~an be coded by a real number, it appears that we have a function 
mapping R onto the power set of R, contrary to Cantor's Theorem. 
However the coding argument does not work without DC. The same 
remark applies incidentally in Le~3z's mod~l for "R is a countable union 
of countable sets" (see [2, pp. 143-7]), where of course any set of 
reals is Fos,r One might also be tempted to try to prove that (4) holds 
in ~.~s, ,~ singular, by using the classical result that any uncountable 
Borel set has a perfect subset. However, again this fails because we can- 
not choose a code for an arbitrary Borel set. 
(ii) We should like to improve ~ for 9~ to Borel. For example, in 
Feferman's model, ~?~, we should like to have "any set of reals is the 
union of ~ l Borel sets", and to do this we should only have to improve 
~;~ to ~,  since ~1 sets are well known to have the decomposition 
property, and AC~, holds in ~/,~. However we doubt whether this im- 
provement holds. 
(iii) X~e conjecture that Lebesgue measure is countably additive in 
~ even when R is singular. If s ~ this would immediately give us 
"every se.t of reals is Lebesgue measurable" in ~s ,  though it is at least 
prima facie possible that this might hold without Lebesgue measure 
being countably additive. In the presence of DC tl',~ following is easily 
proved using Fubini's Theorem. 
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If every set of reals is Lebesgue measurable, then Lebesgue measure 
is ~ ~-additive for every or. 
Similar remarks apply to "meagre" and the property of  Baire, (see 
[18]). 
(iv) In Feferman's model Woo , any set of reals of cardinal < ~ ! has 
measure 0. Similarly in ff~, any set of reals which can be well-ordered 
has measure 0. This was noticed independently b  several other people. 
But as remarked in [ 17] and [ 18] it contains both a set of  reals which 
is not Lebesgue measurable, and a set of reals without the property of 
Baire. 
We have shown that if ~ is singular, every set of reals of  ~s  is Borel. 
However this model is not quite as badly behaved as Levy's model 
[2, pp. 143-7], in which R is a countable union of countable sets. 
Specker [22] showed that if R is a countable union of countable sets, 
then 6o I is singular. That the converse is false is shown as follows. 
Theorem 3.5. In ~,  a countable union o f  countable sets o f  reals is 
countable. 
Proof. Suppose that each X n is a countable set of reals a,,d that 
(Xn: n ~ ~)  isin ~L~. Then for some a < ~, (Xn: n E ¢o) is 
~0[(fa: ~ < a > ]-definable. Hence so is each X n. By Theorem 3.1, if 
someX n contains a real number not in ~0[(ft3: #< o~)1, then it has 
a perfect subset and so is uncountable. Hence each X n is contained in 
N 0 [(f~: ~ < a )]. Therefore IJ n~,, Xn is countable. 
Now let (UW) and (UA) be as follows. 
(UW): Any weU-ordered union of well-orderable sets can be well- 
ordered. 
(UA): Any countable union of countable sets is countable. 
It is a result of Feigner tha' if ZF is consistent, so is ZF + the ordering 
principle + (UW) + -1 (UA). 
Theorem 3.6. In ~II s, ~ singular, (LAV) holds, (UA) fails, and there is 
a set which cannot be linearly orderecL 
Proof. The proof of (UW) in ~s  is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
(UA) fails in ~s  since 601 is singular. Finally, PP(¢o) cannot be ordered 
in ~s .  In fact we have the stronger result that there is no cho i~ function 
in ~s  for { {A, t.o - A }: A ~ P(60)//}, where I is the ideal of f'mite sets. 
Notice that this also shows that in ~.  P(60) has no non-principal prime 
ideal. 
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§4 .  
We now show that ~s  is the "only" countable model of 
(4) + (6) + V = L[R] in which S = ~,  and give similar esults for ~l/s. 
From this we deduce that if L IRI satisfies AD, then there is a real num- 
ber which does not lie in L [ f]  tbr any L-generic ollapsing map 
f :  co-*a,t~<CO 1. 
Theorem 4.1. Let ~ be a countable model o f  ZF, and let ~o  = L~" 
Suppose that the following hold in ~lJ?. 
(i) v = LIR], 
(i i) S (R)  = t:~, 
(iii) J'br any real number x there is an a < w~ and an L-generic col- 
lapsh~g map f : co -~ ~ such that x ~ L [ f]. 
Tiwn there is an ~l~o-generic s,~,bset ~ of  Q t°~ such that 
Proof. Let P be q~e set of ~?o-generic subsets of Q% some a < 0) 1, 
lying in ~ll, partially ordered by inclusion. As ~ is countable, there 
is an ~?-generic subset (~ of P. 
Let 91, L ~_ ~- P be compatible. Then there are a l, °'2 < wl such that 
~l, 92 are ~o-gener,': subsets of Qa~, Q~,  respectively. Let oq < a 2 
without loss of generality. As P is partially ordered by inclusion, and 
91, 92 are compatible, 91 LI ~2 C_ ~, whe~.: 9 is an ~o-generic sub- 
set of Q% some a ~ el, °~2. By the product heorem, ~ c~ Q~2 is an 
~l~o-generic subset of Q~, Hence ~:~ = ~ n Qa~. Therefore ~1 c_ 92. 
This shows that P is an COl-tree, and that t~ is an COl-branch. Let 9,~ 
be the ath member of~t. Then ~c, is an ~o-generic subset of Q~'. 
Let 9 = IJo,~, , ~, .  We claim that ~is an 9.1lo-generic subset of Q,O~ 
Clearly the only clause of the definition of generic we need to check 
is (iii), so we let D E ~J~o be a deI:~e open subset of Q~O~. Let 
D' = { l )~P:  pn  D4: O} • 
Then, as the definition of P was given in ~t, D' ~ ~t. We show that D' 
is a dense open subset of P. Let p ~ P be arbitrary, p an ~0-generic 
subset of Q% By the product heorem there is an ~.~0-generic subset 
q of Q~ containing/). As D is a dense open subset of QtO~ lying in ~10,' 
there is a d ~ D n q. As d is finite, d ~ Qa, some/3 < ¢01, a <-/3, and is 
compatible with every member ofp. Again using the product heorem, 
by (ii) there is a p' ~ ~ containing d and extending ~which is an 
'N0-generic subset of Qo. Thus/9 </9' in P and p' ~ D', as desired. 
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AsD' is a dense open subset of P lying in ~,  we may letp ~ D' n ~a~. 
Then p = ~,  some a, and so ~a n D ~ 0. Therefore, ~ n D ~ 0 as 
desired. 
It remains to show that ~ = ~, t (~0,~) .  
Firstly, each ~a ~. ~,  and so eachfa ~ ~.  Therefore ~.  c_ ~.  
Conversely, by (i), it is enough to show that every real numb~er x of 
~ l ies in  ~u. .LetD=(p~P:x~ ~0[P] ) .ThenDe '~.We 
show that D i~ dense open. Let p be an arbitrary member of P. Then the 
pair (p, x) can be coded as a real number. By (iii) there is an a < ~1 and 
an ~0-generic subsetp~ of Q~, in ~ such that <p, x) ~ ~-~o[P~]. 
Since t~ is a limit cardinal in ~o we m~y suppose that a is an infinite 
cardinal in ~0, and that i fp is an ~0-generic subset of Q %, a 0 < a. 
As the real numbers of -~0[P~] are countable in ~,  so are the dense 
open subsets ofQ a lying in ~o [P~]- Hence there is an ~0[p~]-generic 
subset p2 of Q~ in ~.  
Now we use Lemma 2.8(i). It provides us with an ~0[Pl-generic 
subsetp' of Qa such that ~0 [P~, P~] = ~0[P]  [P']. Since a0 < t~ and 
a is a cardinal in ~0,  we may find an ~t~0[p|-generic subset p" of 
H%¢a<a Qa such that ~0[P ' ]  = ~o[P"].  Then ifq =p x p", q is an 
+1 ~o-genedc subset ofQ ~ extending p, andx ~ ~o[q].  
Hence D is dense open. So for some a, ~ ~ D, and this means that 
x ~ ~o[~] -  Hencex ~ '~t '  as desired. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Now we recall the definition of a homogeneous partially ordered set. 
P is homogeneous if for any p, q ~ P there is an automorphi~.m ~r of P 
such that 7rp and q are compatible. 
l.emma 4.2. Let P be a homogeneous partially ordered set in ~,  a model 
of ZF set theory, and ~1, ~2 ~-generic subsets ofP. Then ~ [ ~11 
and ~ [ ~2 ] are elementarily equivalent. 
Proof. Suppose that ~ is a sentence of the language of set theory which 
holds in ~ [ 31] but not in ~ [ ~2]. Then there are conditionspl ~ 31, 
P2 ~ ~2 such that 
Pl 11--9 and P2 II---t~o. 
Let 7r be an automorphism ofP such that 7rPl and P2 are compatible, 
7rPl, P2 < q say. Since ¢ does r, ot involve the symbol for ~,  ~rpt Ii-- ~o. 
Hence q it-- ~ ^ "1~, a contradiction. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let 2~l and 21~ 2be countable transitive models of  ZF 
with the same ordinals and with ~ ~ = ~ ~2. Suppose they each satisfy 
(i), (ii), and (iii) of  4.1. Then ~:  and ~2 are elementarily equivalent. 
Theorem 4.4, Let ~l~ be a countable model Qf ZF satisfying I i), (ii), and 
(iii) o f  4.1, Then, in ~,  
(i) any uncountable set o f  reals has a perfect subset, 
(ii) any set o f  reals is the union o f  ~ 1 Borel sets, 
(iii) a countable union o f  countable sets o f  reals is countable. 
f f  in addition ~ l  is regular in ~ , then in 
(iv) DC holds 
(v) any set o f  reals is Lebesque measurable and has the property o f  
Baire. 
On the other hanO, i f  ¢o 1 is singular in ~ , then 
(vi) ever), set o f  reals is Borel. 
Proof. Use [21, Theorem 1 ], and the restats of Sections 2 and 3. 
W,~ now remove the ccuntability assumption from this theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that (i), (ii), (iii) of  Theorem 4.1 holcL Then 
(i) any uncountable set o f  reals has a perfect subset, 
(ii) any set o f  reals:is the union o f  ~ 1 Borel sets, 
(iii) a countable union o f  countable sets cereals is countable. 
f f  in addition c~ 1 is regular, then 
(iv) DC holds 
(v) any set o f  reals is Lebesque measurable and has the property o f  
Baire. 
I f  however 601 is singular, then 
(vi) every set o f  r~'als is Borel. 
Proof. We use Theorem 36 of [9, p. 52], and the fact that satisfaction 
is a A zF predicate. Apparently we need to use DC (in order to prove the 
Lowenheim-Skolem theorem.) However Barwise and Fisher [ 1 ] showed 
how to avoid its use. I anl grateful to Prof. Barwise for pointing this out. 
Corollary 4.6. Suppose that AD holds in L [R]. Then there is a real num- 
ber x such that for eve~v t~ < co I and every L-generic ollapsing map 
f :  ¢o -* a, x q~ L [ f ]. 
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Proof. The following are consequences of AD. 
Every uncountable set of reals has a perfect subset, and hence 
~(R) = ~1 (see [16, pp. 208-9]). 
co I is regular (see [ 16, pp. 217, 222]). Hence if L[R] ~ AD and in 
addition for every real number x there is an a < co t and an L-generic 
collapsing mapf :  co -+ ~t such that x ~ L [f], then (i), (ii), (iii) of 
Theorem 4.1 hold. Therefore, by Theorem 4.5, a~ty set of reals is the 
union of ~ t Borel sets and DC holds. 
However AD + DC implies that every union of S 1 Borel sets is X~ 
(see [21, p. 2]) and so we have a contradiction. 
Theorem 4.7. Let ~ be a countable model of  ZF, and let ~o = L~. 
Suppose that the following hold in ~.  
(i) V = L [R], 
(ii) for any Cohen L-generic real x, there is a Cohen L Ix ]-generic 
real, 
(iii) for any real number x there is a Cohen L-generic y such that 
xEL[y ] .  
Then there is an ~o-generic subset ~ of  R ~ such that ~ = ~(  ~o, ~ ). 
Proof. The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let P 
be the set of ~0-genetic subsets of R% some t~ < ~¢1, lying in ~,  
partially ordered by inclusion. Let @ be an U-generic subset of P. As 
before, P is an ~¢i-tree and (~ is an ~¢l-branch. ~ is the ot h member 
of@, and ~ = U~<~z ~.  Then ~is an ~o-generic subset of R~l, and 
~0l _~ ~ ~ = ~ ( ~0~o, ~ ). 
So we just have to show that ~ ~ ~Z~., and by (i) it is enough to 
show that any x ~ R in ~ lies in 97s. Tl~is is proved just as in 
Theorem 4.1, this time using Lemma ~.8(ii). We also need to remark 
that a Cohen ~o-generic real provides by a suitable coding, an ~-'~0" 
generic subset of R% for any countable ordinal a. Conversely an ~ 0" 
generic subset of R c, can be coded as a Cohen ~0-generic real. This is 
because genetic subsets of R ~ do not collapse cardinals. 
Theorem 4.8. Let ~ I  and ~l 2 be countable transitive models o f  ZF 
with the same ordinals, and each satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) of  Theorem 4.7. 
Then ~l~ 1and ~2 are elementarily equivalent, 
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We now show that an apparently more generous construction of models 
like ~l~ in fact yields nothing new. Let ~.~.~? 0 be our fixed countable model 
of ZF + V = L. ~ an. 9.~t0-generic subset of R s~, and 92~,~ the submodel 
of ~.~l 0[ ~] containing just those bounded sequences off,~'s of length 
less than ~,  for ~ -<< ~3. Thus ~,~ = ~s~. 
Theorem 4.9, 9~, 9~ , , and ~J?0, ~ art, elementary equivalent. 
Proof. 91~. .~ , and n 0 ~ all satisfy (i), (ii), (iii) of ~t 7. So by Theorem 
4.8 they are elementarily equivalent. 
Theorem 4.10. bl 9~,~ any set o f  reals has cardinal less than max(~,  S2~ 
or has a perfect subset, and is the disjoint union o f  less than 
max(~,  ~2) El  sets. 
Proof. As for Theorems 3,3 and 3.4. 
Remark 4.1 1. Since there are only 2 % sets of first-order sentences of the 
language of set theory, it is clear that there are t~ and ~ with a < t3 ~ 1 
such that m s and 9~_ are elementarily equivalent. However provided 
¢~ , ,  a is definable in an appr,~priate s nse, 9~s and 92s~ cannot be ele- 
mentarily equivalent, since 9~so contains an ~210-generic subset of 
R s~ (orR s~ if~t = 0) and 92s_~ontains one. In particular 9~s and 9~s 
/J . 2 
are not elementarily equwalent, despite the fact that in each oi z them, 
~(R)  = S 2. 
Corollary 4.1 2. In Feferman's model, ~,  DCto I fails. 
Proof. As mentiol~ed ii~ [5, p. 166], Solovay showed that DC~, t fails 
in 910A. By Theorem 4. I 1, DCwt fails in ~0,0 = ~,~. 
We conclude this section by mentioning various problems which we 
have been unab?e to settle as yet. 
(1) Does Lemma 2.8(ii) hold when R is replaced by R a, a uncount- 
able? 
(2) Suppose that ~ i  and ~1~ 2 are countable transitive models of ZF 
with the same ordinals, each satisfying 
(i) V = L [w(R) l  , 
(ii) for any x ~ w(R) there is a Cohen L [x l-generic real, 
(iii) for any x E w(R) there is an a < b~ and an L-geneiic subset p ofR a 
such thatx ~ L[p] 
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Does it follow that ~-~l and ~2 are elementarily equivalent? 
(3) Suppose that (i), (ii), (iii) hold. Do the following also then hold? 
(iv) Any set of reals has cardinal less than max(N, ~2) or has a perfect 
subset. 
(v) Any set of reals is the disjoint union of less than max(m, N2) 
~;~ sets. 
(4) Are 9~_ and ~a,~ elementarily equivalent? 
Clearly (1) =~ ("2) ~ (3), (2) ~ (4). 
§s. 
This section contains various applications of perfect sets to cardinal 
arithmetic. Firstly we remove the assumption of the existence of an 
inaccessible cardinal from [24, Theorem 6]. We recall that for cardinal 
numbers x and y, x adj y if 
x< y ^ Vz(x<z< y ~ z=y) ,  
and x adj n y if there is a finite sequence z o, z 1 . . . . .  z n such that x = z 0, 
y = Zn, and for each i, z t adj zi+ z. By [23, Lemma 5], this n, if it exists, 
is unique. 
Theorem 5.1. f fZF  is consistent, then so is ZF + " there is a sequence 
x 1, x 2 ....  o f  cardinals such that fo r  each n, 
2 '~ x n adj n x n • 
Proof. This statement holds in Feferman's model, 9~,  and the only 
properties needed are that ~t adj 2 s0 and that ~*(R) = ~2. The first 
of these follows from Theorem 3.2 and the second from Lemma 2.3. 
Given these two properties, we let x n = ~n*l  + 2%. Then it is easy 
to check as in [24] that 
x n = b~n+ 1 + 2 % adj ~n+l + ~2 " 2% adj ~n+l +~a" 2~° adj ... 
adj ~n+l +~n+;" 2s° = 2 Xn* 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that ZF  is consistent. Then so is ZF +Vn (~n < 2~°) 
+Vx (x< 2 ~o -* 3n(x  ~ N,)) + 2 ~o ~ N~. Thus the sequence 
( ~n: n E ¢o) has two dist inct  least upper bounds. 
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Proof. The result is immediate from Theorem 3.2 by consideration of
the Derrick-Drake model, ~t~ . (They proved that ~(R)= So~ in 92~o). 
Many results imilar to Theorem 5,2 can easily be deduced from 
Theorem 3,2, 
We conclude by describing a different gener~Jisation f the Feferman 
model in which the following holds: 
~1 adjn*l 2~° and ~*(R)= ~2 • 
We make some remarl:s afterwards about the difficulties of improving 
this along the lines of [23, Theorem 4]. 
Theorem 5.3. Let ~ be a countable model o f  ZFC + CH. Then Jbr any 
n E co there i~ an e:rtension ~? of  ~.Ji in which cofinalities and initial 
ordinals are preserved, ~*(R) = ~ 2, and there are precisely n cardinals 
x such that ~ t < x < 2 ~0 which are all comparable. 
Proof. Let P be the set of functions from a finite subset of co X co X (n + 1) 
into 2, partially ordered by inclusion. Let ~ be an m-generic subset 
of P. ~ will be an appropriate submodel of ~ [ ~ ]. 
Let f(m, j)  for m ~ co, j ~ n + 1 be given as follows, f(m, j)(k) = i if 
(k, m, L i) ~ U ~. Then eachf(m, ]) is a Cohen ~-generic member 
of 2 ~. Let ,X) forj  ~ n + 1 be the set of reals of ~[~]  which are 
~l-definable over some finite subset of {f(m, k): m E co, k < j) .  Then 
9~ is the submodel of ~ [ ~ ] consisting of all its members which are 
hereditarily ~-deFmable over 
(f(m,./): m~ co, j~  n + 1) u (X0, X 1 ..... X,,].  
That cofinalities and initial ordinals are preserved in ~,  and that 
~*(R) -- N 2 in ~,  is clear. Also each Xj E ~.  
We claim that if x /= tX/I ~ , ~hen 
N 1 (X  O<. . .¢ (X  n =2~° 
and that for any cardinal x of ~ such that ~ 1 < x -<< 2 ~° there is a j < n 
such that x = x/. Since X o c Xl c_... c Xn it is immediate that 
N 1 <X 0~<x 1~<... ~<X n~< 2~o . 
That ~1 ~# Xo is also clear (by Feferman's arguments [4]). 
Suppose that x~ = xi+l, and letg be a 1-1 mapping in ~ll from Xi+ 1 into 
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X~.. Let g be ~-def inable from 
{f (m, i ) :  rn < N, / ~ n + l} U {Xo, X 1 ... . .  Xn} . 
As in [5, pp. 161-3] (there for Feferman's model) there is a permutation 
~r of {f (m,  ]): m ~ ¢o, ] ~ n + 1 } which fixes eachf (m, / )  with m < N, 
each X/, moves two members of  ~f(m, i + 1): m ~ ~}, and subject o 
this moves as few points as possible, in particular fixes every member of  
{f(m, ]): m ~ ~}, /< i. 
~r fixes g since it fixed everything in its definition. But 7r moves points 
in domain g and none in range g, and so we have a contradiction. Thus 
b~ 1 <x 0 <x I < ... <x n = 2,~o .
Finally let X ~ R, ~ 1 < IXI < 2 ~o, Let X be ~-definable from 
{f(m, ]): m < N, / ~ n + l } u {X  o .. . . .  Xn)  . 
We use Theorem 3.1. If X contains a real not in 
~[  { f (m, / ) :  m < N v ] < n} u {X 0' X 1 ..... Xn_ ,} l ,  
then X has a perfect subset and so has cardinal 2%. Otherwise very 
member of  X lies in 
~l[{f(ra, / ) :  m < N v ] < n} u {X o, X 1 ... . .  X,,_I}], 
and so X is $1-definable from {f(m, ,¢): m < N} u {X o ..... Xn_ 1 }. One 
now repeats the procezs inside 
~[{ f (m, ] ) :  rn < Nv  ]< n} u {X 0 ..... Xn_ ,} ] .  
Either X has a subset which is perfect in this model (so having cardinal 
2 ~o in this model, = x n -1) or it lies in the next model down. 
Remark 5.4. (i) There seem to be considerable technical difficultiesin 
attempting to improve the embedding of  partially orderad sets in 
(~1, 2%) = (x: ~ l < x < 2%} on the lines of  [23, Theorena 4] or its 
cc, rollary. For example, suppose one wished to arrange for 
~1 adj x adj 2 ~° , ~1 adj y adj 2 ~° 
wi*:h x and y incomparable. This would involve x + y = x .  3, = 2 s° and 
so certainly x, y ~ ~2- It is possible for "~o .  to be "decomposable" 
(see [ 14]), but it usually seems to occur when there are many more 
cardinals than t~s below 2 ~°. 
(ii) A similar result to Theorem 5.3 can be obtained when the con- 
J, Truss, Models of set theoo, containing many perfect sets 
tinuum hypothesis fails in ~,  by replacing the condition on x that 
~1 < x < 2 so by the condition thatx < 2 so andx ~ ~,  any t~. 
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